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The City of Bend, Oregon
ProjectDox ePlan technology helps Bend provide state-of-the-art,
sustainable customer service – even in a recession.

Overview
Located in Deschutes County at the geographic center of the state, the City of Bend is the heart of the scenic and
rapidly growing Central Oregon region. Since 1990, Deschutes, Crook and Jefferson counties have collectively
doubled in size, with Bend more than tripling its own population. During 2007, Bend’s development activity
percentages exceeded Las Vegas NV, making it the one of the nation’s busiest growth centers.

ePlan Praise from Bend Customers
I love ePlans. Sometimes it just isn’t convenient having to come down to the city to go over corrections
like we used to do…this is much more efficient.
Plus, for us….its nice to be able to download the
finished, stamped plans and then email them over
to Ford Graphics and then the subs can come in and
grab copies when they need them…I LOVE THIS
SYSTEM!!!!
Sherry Veenker, The Hollman Company, Bend OR
ePlans has been a great experience. It is very user
friendly and you get updates on the permit status
easily which is a huge benefit. …I would definitely
use the process again and would recommend any
architect to use it. I just wish more jurisdictions
would use the system. I am surprised that E-Plans
is not apart of the LEED process. Being a paperless system, this should be incorporated into LEED
certification point system.
Chris Record, Architect, Bellevue WA

I thought that the overall ePlan process went very
smoothly and was efficient for all the parties.
Especially for a company that is not located in Bend it
prevented a lot of wasted travel time to submit plans.
I also liked the idea with regards to the environmental aspect as well. There was no need to waste paper
on printing plans for the city to review. I think that it
is a great system and encourage the city to maintain
it and also promote it in the future.
Jason Engel, Project Manager, The Neenan Company
(based in Ft. Collins CO)

Over the past six years, Robert Mathias, Building Official for the City, had been steadily applying information
technology to his department operations. The idea of ePlan technology was something he’d already decided he
would implement if he could find a viable product. None of the government software technology vendors he
did business with provided a paperless plan submission, review and tracking solution. He kept looking and in
late 2005, while searching the internet, he found ProjectDox, attended several demonstrations and was ready
to move forward with ePlan at Bend. In May of 2008, Bend became the first community in the State of Oregon
to implement a complete online solution for construction and land-use plan approval. It has enabled the Bend
Building Department to further apply its service-centric philosophy and paved the way for a fully-integrated,
electronic community development program that touches all city departments.
The Challenge: Raise the Service Bar Despite Economic Uncertainty
The unprecedented population growth in Central Oregon created a number of pressures for the Building
Department. Between 2002 and 2007, the department staff grew from 12, to 20 and then 40 at the height of
the construction boom. According to Mathias, Bend’s relative geographic isolation made it difficult to draw from
a large pool of local building and engineering talent, and outsourcing overflow to remote plan review services
was considered too problematic. Maintaining a high level of service to citizens could only be solved in two ways:
continue to grow and train a freshman staff, and figure out a way to do more with less, applying new technology
to solve problems. For Mathias, deploying ePlan technology was a solid investment that would improve the city’s
ability to serve its expanding community in the near and long-term.
To secure funding for the ePlan system, Mathias presented the merits of ProjectDox tools and methods and told
the City Council that he felt there was more value in ePlan technology than that of two new employees that were
scheduled for hiring. The Council was in favor of a capital expense over the long-term commitment to human
resources. Based on his budget projections, the ePlan system would pay for itself in 18-24 months.
The Council approved.
It turned out to be a fortunate decision, as 2008 brought a severe economic downturn that slowed building
activity significantly. The building department had to cut its staff back to 20 – a 50% reduction. This put a greater
burden on the Department to sustain the status quo in terms of exceptional customer service. Rather than settle
for business-as-usual, Mathias and his team exploited ProjectDox ePlan to improve customer service in the midst
of economic insecurity, and to raise the bar for the entire Pacific Northwest.
Up and Running Fast
Bend’s long-standing commitment to use new technology wherever possible made the implementation of the
ProjectDox ePlan solution relatively straightforward. According to Melanie Paule, Support Services Supervisor, the
team’s past attention to streamlining processes within the department made adoption of ePlan fairly painless.

It’s time to go paperless.
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The bigger challenge would be promoting ePlan to city agencies involved with plan review and educating customers. The Fire, Engineering,
Environmental and other review departments typically used pencil and paper checklists that were circulated by hand. With ePlan, they now
had an opportunity to participate in a fully electronic, automated workflow that required some changes in thinking. Yet, it did not take long
for all the review departments to embrace the system. Mathias is currently directing the incorporation of Planning, Engineering, Signs, Fire,
and Public Works into the ePlan system as well as other parts of the organization.
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“We had already spent time optimizing our internal workflow and had achieved a process that we could map well in ProjectDox”, said Paule.
“There were a few people in the department that were hesitant about change, but overall we were ready to dive in and make it work.”
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On the customer side, ePlan technology cut out a number of manual steps — such as creating letters on paper and mailing them to customers via the Post Office
— that were costly in terms of time and labor, adding days and even weeks to the process. “Our ability to distribute plans and correction notes instantly and reduce our
overall turnaround time caught people off-guard,” notes Paule. “In some cases, we’ve been able to achieve a single-day turnaround, and one architect actually told us we
were too fast, because he built the old, manual review time-frame into his own schedule. Our quick electronic response meant he had to work even faster – something
he wasn’t used to!”
“We estimate that we’re seeing at least a 50% reduction in the overall process per review”, comments Mathias. “We could probably squeeze out some more efficiency, but
the truth is now the real delays are nearly always on the customer side of the cycle.” He also points out that remote companies such as national retail and restaurant chains
that want to build in Bend will not need to travel as often or be concerned about communication and process delays or breakdowns. Local and remote customers applying
for permits and submitting plans have been quick to express their approval. (see ePlan Praise from Bend Customers on first page)
In less than a year, the Building Department can boast that 60% of its plan submissions are electronic, and Mathias is pushing for 100% in 2010. This aggressive schedule
is partly due to the care that is taken to introduce new customers to the ePlan process. City customers are still able to deliver blueprints to the counter as in the past, but
the paper is scanned and uploaded directly into ProjectDox. “My job is to make sure they understand the benefits of ePlan submission,” says Paule. “When they come to
the counter with blueprints, I’ll educate them and give them a secure invitation to ProjectDox via email so they can come and try it out. I’ve been watching the results, and
we get a 70% response rate. People are very interested to see what ePlan technology can do for them – and they are not disappointed.”
Customer-Service, ePlan Evangelists
Since the initial ProjectDox deployment in May of last year, Mathias and his associates have become evangelists for ePlan technology within the city and beyond. True
to his commitment to serve citizens better in every possible way, Mathias is not keeping his success a secret, but continues to educate anyone who will listen to him. “I
cannot say enough about it. My peers in this industry often think that because they are taking in a PDF file via email and opening it on a screen that they’re performing an
electronic submission and review. Best-practices calls for much more and it’s possible right now.”
Within Bend itself, ProjectDox continues to spread its positive impact. Steve Meyers, Director of Information Technology for the City and a champion of ePlan technology,
reports that more and more departments are requesting access to the system. “We had the head of Public Works tell us recently that he’s waited too long and wants to
jump into ePlan – with both feet,” affirmed Meyers. “My goal is to provide an integrated technology environment to every city department that needs what we have to
offer. ProjectDox is already touching quite a few departments, and is high on our list of software tools to promote across all the agencies that can use it.”
Beyond city limits, Mathias’ voice is being heard as well. He hosted the Oregon Building Officials Association last summer and his success has brought visits from the City
of Seattle and other jurisdictions in the Pacific Northwest. The news about ePlan at Bend is also being spread nationwide through Mathias’ various industry associations
and contacts. “We’re proud of our commitment to technology as a means of serving our community. And we’re also proof that you don’t have to be a big city to be on the
cutting edge, that technology can be a means to offset economic disruption. No matter what happens in the future, we’re headed in the right direction — and the phone
keeps ringing.”
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